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ABSTRACT

Composite Warfare Commander (CWC): Implications for Force XXI Tactical Command and Control (C2) by MAJ William G. Braun III, USA, 46 pages.

This monograph examines the Navy’s Composite Warfare Commander doctrine, and attempts to determine potentially relevant adaptations for Army Force XXI tactical command and control.

Initially the monograph conducts a detailed study of the Navy’s Composite Warfare Commander doctrine, the Army’s Automated Battle Command System architecture, and Army Battle Command doctrine. These studies are compared and analyzed to determine implications of: command by negation philosophy as a guide to senior commanders, the different environments in which the Army and Navy command and control systems operate, and implications of a functional command model, on future Army tactical command and control.

It concludes that the Army should adopt the command by negation philosophy as a tenant to Battle Command doctrine. This tenet focusing on the senior commander’s responsibility to establish an environment conducive to controlling and encouraging subordinate initiative. Second, it suggests the Army should resource the function of directed telescopes and liaison officers. Third, it recommends the Battle Labs explore organizational structures based on functional commands, and test those structures for validity. Finally, it admonishes that change should only progress at a pace that advances in technology and funding can support.

Key Words: Composite Warfare Commander, Automated Battle Command System, Battle Command, Command and Control, Force XXI, Functional Command.
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Introduction

The explosion in technology in the second half of the 20th Century has changed the way the world operates. Technology has provided ready access to rapid travel, instant information, and efficient data processing to nearly every major institution in the modern world. The military services are no exception. The U.S. Army tasked Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) to "initiate a campaign to evaluate new experiments that will leverage superior American Technology to build the Army of Tomorrow."\textsuperscript{1} In response to that tasking, TRADOC attempted to portray a vision of future conflict and address appropriate Army development to respond to those environments. TRADOC analysts concluded that technology and doctrine are the precursors of change in warfare. They went on to say the dramatic and rapid developments in both technology and doctrine have resulted in a revolution in military affairs.\textsuperscript{2} Based on the "premise that doctrine must be the engine that drives the exploitation of technology",\textsuperscript{3} TRADOC has explored implications of the revolution in military affairs and captured their findings in a conceptual framework called Force XXI.

Advancements in aerospace, information, and weapons technologies (to name a few) have contributed significantly to this revolution. Just these three fields of technological advancement have influenced each of the services and each of the branches. In the Army, these areas of technological advancement have affected the functions of maneuver, firepower, protection, and leadership. Together these elements, in combination, constitute combat power. Leadership is considered the most essential element.\textsuperscript{4} Leadership acts through its integrating, decision making, and motivating
functions. Among other things, leadership is taking responsibility for decisions, and inspiring and directing assigned forces toward the purposeful end of those decisions.\(^5\)

The execution of these leadership functions, by a properly designated commander, over assigned forces to accomplish the units mission is called command and control.\(^6\) To achieve victory at minimum cost, the modern commander must bring to bear, violently, the combined elements of combat power. He accomplishes this violent application of combat power through a command and control system. The command and control (C2) system encompasses all the elements of organization, procedure, and technology that assist the commander in executing his decision making, synchronizing, and motivating responsibilities.\(^7\) The C2 infrastructure provides for the basic functions of collecting, processing, disseminating, displaying and protecting information.\(^8\) Advancements in sensory, communications, and computer technology, particularly as they relate to the command and control functions of leadership, will influence military operations greatly\(^9\) and "undoubtedly unlock the full potential of Force XXI Operations".\(^10\)

As it relates to C2, the Force XXI concept can be explored in two areas. The first is Battle Command. In both current doctrine and future concept, Battle Command involves the separation of the leadership and decision making functions inherent in command, from the rest of the infrastructure of the C2 system. The second area addressed by the Force XXI concept is the automated infrastructure of a C2 architecture. The Army has adopted an automated architecture, known as the Army Battle Command System, to address the C2 infrastructure needs of the Force XXI commander. Martin Van Creveld sums up the paradoxical realities of command as: a demand for more
information in the endless quest for certainty\textsuperscript{11}, and a realization that modern forces are not "one-wit more capable of dealing with the information needs of the command \[in achieving certainty\] than were their predecessors \...a millennium ago."\textsuperscript{12}

The Navy, like the Army, is coping with the realities of the explosion in information technologies. The Navy C2 infrastructure has already achieved many of the data communications, sensor fusion, automated decision aid, positive location and visual display capabilities set forth in the Army Battle Command System (ABCS) Master Plan. Since the early 1980's, the Navy has adopted a C2 doctrine for fleet defense known as the Composite Warfare Commander (CWC) to exploit these information technology capabilities.

This year the Army is going to rewrite FM 100-5. As this is occurs, the Battle Command Labs at Fort Leavenworth, Fort Gordon, and Fort Huachuca, will be testing the art and science of the doctrinal and technical hypotheses laid out in the Force XXI concept.\textsuperscript{13} As the hypotheses are accepted and rejected, they will be formalized into doctrine, postponed for refinement, or scrapped as untenable. As the process continues, TRADOC will explore new doctrinal and technical solutions to meet the challenges of the Force XXI concept.

As part of this process, the Army should examine the Navy's CWC doctrine to determine what relevance it may have to the Army; and how any relevant elements might be adopted for testing in the Battle Command Labs. By examining and comparing the Navy's CWC architecture, the Army's ABCS architecture, and the Army's battle command doctrine, two Naval models with potential relevance to the Army are revealed:
functional command organization, and emphasis on the procedure of command by negation for senior commanders.

A detailed examination of the two systems reinforces the idea the Army is on the right track with the ABCS C2 Architecture. Army doctrine has formalized the need for subordinates to: visualize the battlefield, rely on intuition, and take initiative within the senior commander’s intent. The future concept of Force XXI expands these points to addresses the senior commander’s dilemma: how to cope with the volumes of information presented by the C2 system and determine when to intervene in subordinate activity (deciding when to decide). Specifically, the concept addresses the philosophy of ‘negation’ when dealing with the huge volumes of information available in future C2 Architectures.

The Army needs to take the final step of sanctioning the ‘command by negation’ philosophy as the approved way to interact with subordinates. This can be done by adopting the command by negation concept as a tenet of battle command. The negation tenet will highlight the notion that, at senior levels, the real decision is knowing when to decide. Organizationally the Army should experiment with a functional command structure. The structure should be based on tailored forces, made up of ‘building block’ units. Each building block unit should be capable of independent operation and discrete task accomplishment. To make these tailored functional units work, the Army must adjust current staff procedures. The Army must develop staff procedures which balance execution functions with planning and preparation. This is best done by institutionalizing staff exposure to subordinate units and their environment. Two procedures
recommended for accomplishing this are: the use of staff officers as directed telescopes, and the development of informal communications networks via matrixed concurrent planning cells.

Many of the assertions made may find applicability at strategic command and policy levels. However, the focus of the argument will rest with tactical commanders. "The tactical level of war is concerned with the execution of battles and engagements. ...Tactical-level commanders are moved in and out of battles by higher commanders."14 "The tactical commander's decisions are focused on execution of a specific mission or plan ...within the intent of the commander two levels up."15 It is important to recognize that the tactical distinction is not based on force size, but the function of the unit. Which organizations constitutes the tactical level of command is dependent on the mission and political environment. The Army Battle Command Master Plan identifies the tactical environment for most scenarios to be corps and below.16

**Composite Warfare Commander**17

The Composite Warfare Commander (CWC) concept outlines the U.S. Navy's local command concept. It establishes relationships between commanders to facilitate the defense of a naval force. The command and control (C2) architecture clearly delineates the two generic missions of a naval force: offensive operations and force security. The CWC is responsible for the latter, and his mission is subordinate to the mission of the former.

The concept calls for the Officer in Tactical Command (OTC) to retain central command authority. He is responsible for accomplishing the force projection or strategic
mission of the naval force. Because of this overall responsibility, and the overriding importance of the offensive mission objective, consideration for the OTC mission takes priority over the force security mission of the CWC. In smaller battle groups the OTC and CWC are the same commander. In larger battle groups (usually consisting of two or more carriers) the OTC and CWC may be separate commanders. The decision as to whether the OTC and CWC are separate commanders is a function of mission complexity, communications packaging, and span of control.

To accomplish the Tactical Sea Control (self defense of the force) mission the CWC typically performs the following primary duties:

a. Arrange desired information exchange with higher authority.

b. Receive, evaluate, display and pass information to external sources.

c. Establish force C2 policies

d. Resolve conflicts between subordinate warfare commanders.

e. Construct and display composite picture of tactical situation.

f. Act as net control on forces command nets and determine primary C2 vehicles.

"The nature of the maritime environment, characterized by vast distances, wide dispersion of forces, complexity of a three-dimensional threat (surface, air, subsurface), and C3 [command, control, and communications] challenges, influences the selection of a C2 structure."18 "The organizational structure employed for delegation of defensive functions is based on the composite warfare commander (CWC) concept."19 Under a CWC there are typically three subordinate commanders and three staff functions present.
Figure 1 delineates the title, abbreviation, and generic duties of these fundamental positions.

**SUBORDINATE WARFARE COMMANDERS and STAFF FUNCTIONS**

| Anti Air       | AAWC  | Collect, evaluate, & disseminate tactical information  |
|               |       | Tactical control of resources, autonomously initiate action with CWC authorization |
| Anti Surface   | ASUWC |                                                      |
| Anti Submarine | ASWC  |                                                      |
| Submarine Element Coordinator | SEC | Staff element responsible for management and coordination |
| Air Coordination Element | AREC | Only executes policy (electro magnetic and acoustic) |
| Electronic Warfare Coordinator | EWC |                                                      |

Figure 1.
The command structure for the fundamental command and staff elements represented in figure 1 are depicted in the following organizational wire diagram (figure 2).

CWC Command Structure

OTC/CWC*  
   EWC

AREC

AAWC  
Tactical Control

ASUWC  
Tactical Control  **SEC

ASWC  
Tactical Control

Ships and Aircraft (ACTION)

Submarines (ACTION)

* OTC & CWC may be separate entities at the command level
** The SEC reports directly to the OTC/CWC for matters of submarine safety and prevention of mutual interference

FIG. 2

In addition to the subordinate commanders and the basic staff functions (SEC, AREC, and EWC) the CWC may designate any number of Functional Commanders. The use of additional functional commanders is optional. Their use is dependent on a careful assessment of the mission, enemy, and capabilities of the naval force. It is also critical to point out that a single ship commander may be designated to multiple command positions. In addition, each position has a designated alternate who assumes the primary commander's duties in the event the primary commander is destroyed, rendered incapable
of performing the mission due to degraded communications, or chooses to pass off the
command for a designated period because of competing demands for resources.

Several common functional commander designations are:

a. Deception Commander.
b. Screen Commander (SC).
c. Maneuvering Coordinator.
d. Helicopter Element Coordinator (HEC).
e. Sector Warfare Commander.

To reduce the confusion that might be generated by alternating call signs among
the different responsibilities, the Navy standardized the administrative call signs of each
function. They are used as common ‘CB Handles’ in all U.S. naval fleets. The nature of
the battle groups communications makes this system both convenient and sound. Unlike
the Army, all U.S. Navy communications between ships are secure. Even the UHF
communication, used primarily with the helicopter force, is secure. Figure 3 provides a
listing of the standardized callsign of the primary and alternate functions.
Communications Callsigns

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Callsign</th>
<th>Alternate's Callsign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fleet CDR</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWC</td>
<td>AB</td>
<td>AV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASWC</td>
<td>AX</td>
<td>AY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAWC</td>
<td>AW</td>
<td>AC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASUWC</td>
<td>AS</td>
<td>AT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EWC</td>
<td>AE</td>
<td>AZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AREC</td>
<td>AR</td>
<td>AU*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEC</td>
<td>AC</td>
<td>AH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>AN</td>
<td>AD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Second carrier in a two carrier group AREC callsign.

The final concept required to understand the CWC philosophy is the Navy's notion of delegation of authority. Because the "individual warfare commanders and coordinators are required to recognize and effectively counter rapidly developing threats, especially in the multi-threat environment", they are expected to act independently.

While the OTC and/or CWC has the option of using a range of authority from full to no delegation, Navy tradition favors extensive delegation.
The least desirable level of delegation is direct control. This form is generally used when rules of engagement are stringent, or when the CWC does not feel comfortable with delegating authority to an unknown subordinate. The most often used form of control is called control by negation (veto). When exercising this form of control, the subordinate commander is required to act independently in response to the situation. If the CWC disagrees with the action, he vetoes it. This form of control allows for the most flexible and timely response to developing threats.

The apparent lack of command unity and the potential for resource competition, is overcome during work-ups prior to sea duty. During these work-ups the CWC personalizes force procedures. He provides his interpretation of actions to be taken under a number of situations. While the CWC concept appears alien to the Army officer, it has been around and worked remarkably well for most of the Navy's recent history.

Automated Battle Command System (ABCS)

To highlight the unique functions of C2, the Army separated the functions of leadership and decision making from the systems architecture which facilitates those functions. The term Battle Command captures the personalized leadership and decision making functions associated with C2. The Army Battle Command System (ABCS) represents the automated systems architecture to support those functions on the future battlefield. Before discussing the personal functions performed by the commander on the modern battlefield, it is necessary to gain an understanding of the technical environment in which he will execute those functions. “The Army’s vision of future battle command
is reflected in the ABCS concept. This system capitalizes on... what we now call
Information-Age technology.\textsuperscript{21}

To gain a better understanding of the current ABCS, it is necessary to follow its
development from its historic antecedents known as The Army Command and Control
System (ACCS) and The Army Tactical Command and Control System (ATCCS:
pronounced A-Ticks). ACCS was "both a system and a concept that encompassed
elements of doctrine, training, leader development, organization and material."\textsuperscript{22} At
strategic levels the ACCS interfaced with the Worldwide Military Command and Control
System (WWMCCS) through the Army WWMCCS Information System (AWIS). "The
AWIS passes information between the NCA [National Command Authority], Army
Strategic planners, and theater commanders."\textsuperscript{23} The ATCCS represented the tactical
levels of automated Army C2 at corps and below. The ATCCS architecture partitioned
C2 into five battlefield functional areas (BFAs). Each BFA was further divided into three
classes of subsystems: force level control systems (FLCS), functional control systems
and subordinate control systems.

The first of these control systems (FLCS) provided for the command functions of
deciding and directing assigned forces. In the ACCS concept these remained largely
man-in-the-loop activities. In other words, the commander did the deciding and, if
automation was involved at all, it took the form of transmission and display of orders.

The functional control system encompassed the unique automation requirements
associated with each battlefield functional area (BFA). The BFAs represented in ATCCS
were maneuver, fire support, intelligence, air defense, and combat service support. Each
of these BFAs had a unique set of associated automation hardware and software to support it. The maneuver function had the Maneuver Control System. The fire support function had the Tactical Fire Direction System (and the Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data System). The Intelligence function had the All Source Analysis System. The air defense system had the Forward Area Air Defense Command, Control, and Intelligence System. And, the combat service support function had the combat service support control system.²⁴

Subordinate systems provided for unique (usually branch specific) requirements which BFA automation could not perform. The aviation mission planning system (AMPS), and the Integrated Vehicular Information System (IVIS), were examples of these subordinate systems.

The ATCCS architecture calls for linkage between these functional area systems through three sets of communications means: the combat net radio, the area data distribution system, and the area common user system. Under the ATCCS concept, the three basic communications media remain constant irrespective of the communications technology developed to fill them. Currently, the hardware used to accommodate the combat net radio medium are the single-channel ground and airborne radio system (SINCGARS), and the improved high frequency radio system (IHFRS). The area common user systems include: mobile subscriber equipment (MSE) and satellite communication links. The enhanced position and location reporting system (EPLRS) and the joint tactical information distribution system (JTIDS) provide the ATCCS.
architecture the larger data communications mediums require of the army data
distribution system.\textsuperscript{25}

The Army’s ACCS strategy embraced an iterative process of fielding BFA unique
hardware and software, then refining the connections between BFAs and vertical levels
of automated C2 through a process of continuous enhancement. In the end, the goal of
ATCCS strategy was to evolve a set of common hardware and software (CHS) that would
meet all the needs of Army automation from corps level to weapons platform. This CHS
would provide joint and strategic interoperability through standard message formatting
and protocol structure compatible with AWIS.\textsuperscript{26}

“The Army’s ATCCS cost estimate, as of June 1992, was about $20.5 billion.
About 9.5 billion was for the five command and control segments and $11.0 billion for
the three communications segments.”\textsuperscript{27} The current and future fielding strategy for
ATCCS was not without its problems. The computer systems initially fielded in the
maneuver functional area were declared “obsolete” and the portable CHS version was
“found to be inadequate” by the Army. The Government Accounting Office expressed
calls about proceeding with procurement before demonstrating that all segments of
the system could exchange data.\textsuperscript{28} In addition to these specific issues, the ATCCS
concept never attempted to achieve: a visual display to facilitate tactical interpretation,
seamless automated linkage to higher and lower levels, or an ability to accommodate
sensor to shooter linkages. With relatively few exceptions the exchange of information
was conducted in message text format. Vertical linkages to AWIS and subsystems were
manual, and sensor to shooter linkage bypassed the conceptual architecture.
The affects of implementing an automated C2 architecture in the Army has several subtle, and not so subtle effects on command. The first effect is an expansion on a theme started in the McNamara years, a continued emphasis on statistics and quantifiable data as a sole means of information gathering and control. Those who rely on automated systems decision making, information gathering, and control, leave little room for the subjective analysis of the affects of morale, culture, historical context or passion.29

Because the linkages of ATCCS were not mature enough to accommodate extensive automated interfaces at the subordinate system level, any request for information required manual inputs. This placed a great burden on subordinates to input manually voluminous data/information, often without a clear understanding of what value the information provided.

Finally, the stove-pipe design of the BFAs encourages a focus on the planning and preparation phases of an operation, at the expense of the execution phase. The time and coordination required to make the interface both vertical/within and horizontal/between the BFA systems was only available during the planning phase of an operation. Message text presentation of information and manual interface between systems were simply not fast enough to warrant the resource burdens of automation during execution. The physical location of the ATCCS hardware has centralized the availability of critical information. The limited ability of the system to seek, screen, and display information alienates the Commander from the battlefield. The Commander can be captured by the system and tied to the command post, during the execution phase of combat.
The challenges of future C4 requirements are not much different from those in the past. The "C4 systems exist to extend the flow of information between warriors." The purpose of the ABCS is to provide the battle commander an automated means to fulfill his responsibilities of coordinating combat functions, and to "synchronize battle effects in time, space, and purpose." To achieve this coordination and synchronization, doctrine identifies several foundation principles and five operational functions that a C4 system must embody. "The foundation for C4 is the continuous, uninterrupted flow and processing of information in support of warrior planning, decision, and execution." The four functions of a C4 system are the collection, transport, processing, dissemination and protection of that information.

In the end, "an ideal command system, ..., should be able to gather information accurately, continuously, comprehensively, selectively, and fast." If the system is working well, the result will be: unity of effort, exploitation of total force capability, properly positioned critical information, and information fusion. This will take the form of automated assistance in mission planning, rehearsal, preparation, assessment, and updates. To accomplish these goals, future systems must "reveal new or increased, emphasis on: capabilities to move information globally, ...capture information once, in a format that can be shared throughout the force, ...[and] keep mobile commanders and staffs informed and in control of forces." To accomplish these goals, the automated system must provide distributed communications to broadcast synthesized information. The information must be tailored to the level of command and geographic responsibility of the unit it supports. The systems design must accommodate access to space based
sensor and communications systems, not only to effect global information access but to serve mobile command posts. Above all, future C2 architectures must advance joint interoperability in compliance with DOD policy.37

To meet these challenges, the Army published the Army Battle Command Master Plan to replace the Army Command and Control Master Plan. The Army Battle Command Master plan provides a roadmap for development of future Army battle command architectures. The Army Battle Command System (ABCS), proffered by the master plan, “represents a marked departure from Army doctrine for command and control in the cold war era, ...”38 The ABCS master plan attempts to continue the evolution of Army C2 into the 21st century by addressing the shortfalls of the ATCCS system and adapting to the new challenges presented by Force XXI command, control, communications and computer (C4) requirements.

The Army Battle Command System will provide the framework for today’s digitized battlefield. Digitizing the battlefield will provide commanders from corps to company the capability to command and control (C2) mobile operations from a variety of platforms.39 The ABCS structure encompasses all levels of control, from strategic interface, to direct links between sensors and shooters. Conceptually, all of this capability will be linked to an open architecture Global C2 System (GCCS).40 “The GCCS is the cornerstone of the C4I for the Warrior concept; ... [objectively it will provide] a common operational picture to support situational awareness to the joint warfighter.”41
There are five differences between the ATCCS concept and the ABCS concept. The first is the subtle shift of the ATCCS objective system composed of common hardware and software, to the ABCS system functioning in an Army common operating system environment. The significance of this change is profound. Under the ABCS concept the BFAs are no longer required to use identical hardware or software. Each can maximize the efficiencies of rapidly developing technology to meet their distinct needs. For example, the CSSCS deals in large volumes of information on status of different classes of supply, and historic usage records on equipment. This information has a relatively long shelf life in the automated world. Summaries of information collated and passed every 12 to 24 hours would meet the needs of the logisticians and constitute a substantial improvement on the current logistics reporting system. On the other hand, the ASAS of the intelligence community or the FAADC2I system of the air defense functional area requires the near real-time reporting of discrete pieces of information. For an moving vehicle or aircraft to be valuable as an automated target, data representing its location, speed, and direction must be passed directly to another system (preferably a shooter) in fractions of a second. This is particularly critical if the data is gathered from multiple sensors and fused at a central processor. Disparities in the type and volume of data, and the speed with which it must be transmitted, significantly alters the systems requirements and design of receiving central processors. Since CHS is no longer a requirement, the proponents of each BFA can optimize its hardware and software solutions to meet their unique challenges.
To achieve compatibility, each BFA system is required to incorporate the features of what is known as an open architecture design. This means that no matter how data is received or manipulated within the system, it must leave the system in a recognizable format over a standard interface. This requirement stipulates standard hardware connections, standard communications protocols, and standard data conversions. These conventions are set forth by the Army digitization Office (ADO), the enabler responsible for coordinating these standards functions. The networks that result from open systems architectures are called information grids.

The second emphasis of ABCS is an emphasis on commercial standards. Aside from a stated desire to use ADA language whenever feasible, ABCS embraces using commercial standards for all hardware and software. This facilitates the integration and exploitation of advancements in technology with military application when they are discovered. From the connections to civilian produced communications and computer equipment, to the protocols and programs used on them, the Army is attempting to be interoperable. For similar interoperability reasons, and because of the significant cost savings associated with procurement and maintenance, ABCS is maximizing the use of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) technology. The ATCCS strategy demanded CHS meet the stringent requirements of military specifications. The ABCS strategy accepts some risk in hardening and security, required by military specification, to exploit the timeliness and cost benefits of commercially available technology.

The fourth difference between the ATCCS and the future C2 concept as implemented by ABCS is “a focus on providing a common operational picture to support
situational awareness. This is accomplished by displaying information visually in near-real time. In the maneuver functional area, the display will visually represent friendly and enemy locations, graphic control measures, and resource status. This capability exploits new advancements in fusion technology. Fusion is the ability of a central processor to receive data inputs from multiple sensors and merge them into an accurate whole. This capability is expected to greatly enhance a commander's ability to visualize the battlefield.

The final advancement from the technologies available in ATCCS is the use of automated decision supports to help screen information and automate routine decision making functions. In the past all decisions were made through a man-in-the-loop. A commander would review information available in ATCCS, make a decision, and the results of the decision were converted by an operator to a format recognizable to a subordinate (order, message, etc.) for action. With the increased capability available in decision support aids and artificial intelligence, the machine is now capable of making routine decisions.

The automation nodes of the ABCS architecture are linked together by the communications structure. Just as the spinal cord links the brain with the eyes, ears, nose, and appendages, to exercise the will of the individual, the communications network links the processor nodes at command posts with sensor and weapons system platforms to exercise the will of the commander. "Communications are paramount ... information requirements ... will vary greatly, depending on the types of missions. The existence of assured communications, however, directly relates to [all] mission success." Assured
communications are a requirement during all stages of an operation, and their critical importance is recognized by doctrine.\textsuperscript{50}

Current communications systems, used to meet the requirements of ABCS, were discussed earlier in the description of ATCCS. In addition to those systems, ABCS incorporates a global linkage via satellite systems, and access to commercial phone networks using a secure telephone unit. The single channel anti-jam manportable (SCAMP) terminal links MILSTAR satellites with the ATCCS structure through both the combat net radio and area common user networks. The secure telephone unit III (STU-III) allows tactical, strategic, and civilian users to access ATCCS through an MSE interface.\textsuperscript{51}

Even when these very capable systems are fully fielded, the communications network available will not be "sufficient to support voice, data, and video requirements of the future battlefield."\textsuperscript{52} For the U.S. Army, communications remains the weakest link to realizing the objective automated command and control architecture of ABCS. The realities of the communications shortcomings are both qualitative and quantitative.

Current systems capable of handling the tremendous volumes of data required to meet the needs of ABCS are expensive, heavy, and large. Their transmissions are also limited by line-of-sight. The technical limits of size, weight, and transmission significantly impacts their utility in a force projection tactical command post which is required to be mobile.

Cost impacts on the quantity of systems which the Army can afford. Even if the technical issues are resolved, it is unlikely the Army can afford to field the system in
sufficient quantities to support company and battalion size command posts. This level of robustness is required to allow a commander to control his forces from a variety of CP locations. Failure to resolve the communications challenge will constitute a critical shortcoming in the current vision of future battlefield C2.

If these technical and financial obstacles are overcome, the ABCS intends to link tactical, regional, and theater information grids. Eventually even these theater information grids will be linked with each other, and to the NCA, to achieve a global information grid. This global information grid is referred to as an infosphere. "An infosphere provides the warfighter an information highway containing a combination of systems for collecting, processing (fusion), displaying, disseminating, and protecting information." 

The ABCS intends to achieve this global networking through a combination of broadcast service, open system standards, common protocols, seamless communications, and wireless wide-area networks (WAN) and local-area networks (LAN). The broadcast systems will automatically update information previously provided by several different systems. Open system standards and common protocols will "allow the Army to interface ...with equipment and products from different sources." Redundant global communications provides access to the infosphere. Wireless WAN and LANs will allow tactical command posts to share information. For the ABCS system to meet its expected capability, this combination of communications systems must provide assured, "comprehensive, and continuous flow of information."
The result of the ABCS architecture is a system which "permits commanders at every level to share a common, relevant picture of the battlefield scaled to their level of interest and tailored to their special need." The digitization of the battlefield, and seamless communications will facilitate direct sensor to shooter links. The globally flat information architecture will allow these links, and associated actions, to be viewed simultaneously by commanders and staffs at every level. The integration of environmental effects with the graphic portrayal of near-real time enemy and friendly situations, status reports, and an integrated imagery capability, will facilitate the potential control of current operation execution. By providing a common, relevant picture, the ABCS will offer the commander a comprehensive view of his battlespace, the principle component of situational awareness.

To meet the requirements of the Army’s Force XXI concept, the ABCS common relevant picture must manifest four characteristics. Whether sorted at higher command or in the local command post, the system must present data that is tailored to the level of command viewing it. This tailoring requires information to be sorted or fused to the geographic and resolution needs dictated by mission, task, and situation. Tailoring enhances relevance. The display of the information must be standardized, and easily understood by the warfighter. This usually means a visual presentation of all critical information, or a picture. This standardized, user-friendly display embraces the notion of commonality. The final characteristic of the common relevant picture is the availability of any information to all users. Lower levels of command may be required to request (pull) information because of limited data links. Upper levels of command
may need to probe the available picture for detail resolution. Penetrating displayed information for greater resolution will often provide clarity about a local situation. Whether availability is achieved through flat architecture, direct linkage, or broadcast access, every echelon must have access to the full range of information.  

During C4 systems’ historic quest for certainty, “two characteristics have remained constant: the human element and the need for relevant, timely, and accurate information.”[61] Notwithstanding the prodigious expectations of the ABCS system’s capabilities, as laid out in the Army C2 Master Plan, the Force XXI concept reminds us that, “Soldiers will remain our greatest intelligence source, especially in OOTW, [and] ...Information provided by soldiers must be integrated to confirm, corroborate, or deny the digitally portrayed common picture.”[62] The common picture provided by ABCS will “greatly enhance force level dominance by enhancing situational awareness and ensuring rapid, clear communication of orders and intent, potentially reducing the confusion, fog, and friction of battle.”[63] But VanCreveld reminds us, “... given the fact that this goal [certainty] has proven elusive through every one of the many revolutions in organization, technology, and procedure that have taken place in the past, there doesn’t appear to be much hope of achieving it in the foreseeable future.”[64]

Whether the ABCS system can technically accomplish all that is expected of it, and whether future budgets will support the quantities necessary to make the system feasible, are not the critical questions. What is critical is how well Army commanders understand the capabilities and limitations of the system, and how well they use them. “To use existing technologies to the limit and at the same time make its very limits work for one--
surely is the hallmark of genius."65 The ABCS system provides the technical context within which current thinking about process and procedure is conducted.

**Process and Procedure**

Leadership is the integrating element of command in battle. Leadership synchronizes the effects of the other three combat functions: maneuver, firepower, and protection.66 No automated system will be capable of accomplishing that function independently. Face-to-face communication between leader and led is still the most practical way to effect this synchronization. This is especially true of communication between senior military commanders and their subordinates. The nuances of tone, inflection, expression, and body language, expressed while engaged in face-to-face exchanges, convey meaning and lead to understanding. The subordinate can feel the commander’s emphasis and hear his concerns. The senior commander can see when his point is understood, and feel apprehension or misgiving in the subordinate. No distant form of communication, yet made possible by technology, has been able to master successfully the influence of this face-to-face interchange.67

"To make effective decisions, commanders must formulate and articulate a vision of their unit... This vision begins with the current situation... and goes through the desired conclusion to the operation. ...This concept has implications for all commanders, but is especially applicable to brigade and higher level command."68 The previous section confirmed that an automated C2 architecture does not, and can not, operate independently of the leader. Standardized procedures and decision making processes supplement automated architectures and help link leaders. These processes and
procedures perform another vital function. They help mitigate the shortcomings of the automation architecture by supplementing information flow, and independently validating the formal system.

The primary tool the commander has at his disposal to assist him with the function of planning, preparation, and control of execution is the staff. The staff’s job is to extend the reach of the commander. Through the staff a commander can monitor his entire organization. The staff assists the commander in decision making by synthesizing large quantities of information and presenting it to the commander in the form of products that can be easily interpreted. The use of staffs as tools to decision making, and as information synthesizers, also presents the commander with a few challenges. A staff must be trained. The staff must know how to operate the automation and communication tools of the command and control system. They must be sensitive to the information needs of the commander, and the personal technique he uses to arrive at decisions. For staffs to be effective, the commander must “formulate and articulate a vision for their unit”, \(^{69}\) and provide the critical link to the process by “clearly articulate[ing] his information requirements based on decisions he is required to make.”\(^{70}\)

The wargaming process is the doctrinal technique which compels the staff to think through the critical information the commander will need to make decisions. It also identifies the source and means of delivery associated with each element of information. For this process to work, the staff must understand the amount of uncertainty the commander is willing to accept in making decisions. No matter how effective the staff, or how well they assist the commander in determining what critical
information is needed to track the flow of the operation and make decisions, it is ultimately the commander who must select his critical information requirements based on the amount of uncertainty with which he is comfortable.

Well developed and personally tailored processes and procedures are critical to the efficient linking of a commander and his staff. Decision making processes and procedures must be tailored to the way the senior commander likes to see information presented, and how he goes about making decisions. Like the automated system, no decision making process will ever accomplish completely the perfect transfer of information between staffs. Nor will any procedure lubricate the decision making environment between a commander and his staff to the point where there is no friction or fog. To overcome this decoupling of information flow, there are two doctrinally accepted tools used to increase effectiveness of the formal process. They are: a supplemental system of informal communications between staffs, and a validating channel used by commanders, outside the normal system, known as the directed telescope.

For their part, staffs must remember it is the products of the decision making process that serves the commander. The staff must not get captured by the process or the presentation of the information at the expense of presenting the information clearly, in a timely manner. "Form is less important than substance." The commander is “faced with making tough decisions in complex situations ... in an environment of uncertainty and limited time."
Staffs must cultivate informal lines of communication and avoid being fixated on process. Informal lines of communication with subordinate commanders and staffs are critical. Informal links help lubricate the formal process. Gaps in information, linkages between disparate elements of the plan, and the relative importance or criticality of some minor statement are all examples of the kinds of information informal lines of communication can supplement.

The commander must also be suspicious of the formal process as his sole source of information. The directed telescope is a tool commander’s use to supplement the information gathering of the formal command and control system. The directed telescope is a means, less structured than the formal system, the commander can use at will to gain information tailored to his momentary needs. The specific means can take many forms. Liaison officers, informal staff visits (requirement for the staff to visit units daily), trusted junior officers on subordinate staffs, and command presence forward are a few means that have been used successfully throughout history.

**Battle Command**

So far we have examined the automated C2 architecture of ABCS and doctrinally accepted formal and informal decision making processes and procedures that supplement the automation. Each of these systems is inadequate to completely prosecute the function of command. The architecture of the automated battle command system is only important to the degree that it facilitates or impedes the function of command. As a component of the overall C2 architecture, ABCS and the doctrinal decision making procedures define the environment in which command is exercised. The environment is
an expression of the limitations of the system. To highlight its importance, doctrine separates the functions of leadership and decision making, in the concept of battle command, from the rest of the C2 infrastructure. The art and science of applying the system, overcoming its limitations, and successfully executing missions through leadership and decision making is battle command. After briefly discussing the generic concept of command, and specifically defining battle command, this chapter will focus on describing the elements comprising tactical battle command.

Command embraces two key concepts. The first is the lawful component which identifies the statutory authority a commander exercises over his subordinates by virtue of rank, assignment, or international agreement. The potential for a compressed hierarchy and internetted structures, associated with automated C2, can diffuse command authority and require new leadership and command approaches of many militaries. The second component of command, and the one this monograph concentrates on, involves the art and technique of command. In this context command is "the art of motivation and directing soldiers and their leaders into action to accomplish missions."

**Battle command is the art of leadership and decision making to accomplish missions.** Control is inherent in battle command. Battle command is exercised during all phases of an operation: planning, preparation, and execution. The emphasis of battle command is on the execution of missions. The battle commander is responsible for ensuring the mission is accomplished despite the limitations of the automated and procedural control system. "Battle command is dictated by the commander not his supporting control systems." "The tactical commander’s decisions are focused on the
execution of a specific mission or plan which engages the enemy within his battlespace...\textsuperscript{80} Army doctrine and the future concepts of Force XXI consider battle command a combat function. FM 100-5 identifies battle command's "two vital components [as] decision making and leadership."\textsuperscript{81} The leadership component includes taking responsibility and motivating soldiers. The decision making component involves knowing if to decide, as well as knowing when and what to decide.

Providing leadership is the fundamental function of battle command. Military leadership is taking responsibility for decisions, and inspiring and directing assigned forces toward the purposeful end of those decisions. Historically, leadership appears "...to be a crucial variable affecting unit cohesion, discipline, and military effectiveness. [Conversely], one factor virtually guaranteeing poor military performance is bad leadership and its destructive effect on group cohesion."\textsuperscript{82} Leadership involves taking responsibility for decisions, motivating soldiers, loyalty to subordinates, directing assigned forces, building cohesive teams, and providing vision.\textsuperscript{83}

"A willingness to accept responsibility is the foremost trait of leadership".\textsuperscript{84} The notion that a commander is responsible for all that his unit does or fails to do is an expression of the military ethos of the command responsibility inherent in leadership. Accepting responsibility implies action. The commander is responsible for the action of his unit. Through his will, the battle commander inspires and directs assigned forces and resources to a purposeful end.

It is "the quintessential task of commanders to send men to their deaths."\textsuperscript{85} It is critical that the commander to be able to motivate his soldiers to accomplish the mission.
An indispensable element of leadership which the battle commander must demonstrate to motivate soldiers is *moral and physical courage*. At lower levels of command, usually company and battalion, the physical nature of courage is the most predominant. At the senior levels of command, above battalion, the requirement to exercise the moral aspects of courage are more common. At every level of command, however, the commander fosters a climate of teamwork that engenders success by demonstrating both moral and physical courage. Commanders are expected to “act with courage, conviction and tenacity in the uncertainty and confusion of battle.”\(^86\) This very human dimension to command requires the commander to be seen by the soldiers.

A tangible result of courage demonstrated by the commander are: unit cohesion and teamwork. A unit’s combat effectiveness “depends heavily upon the willingness to lead, and this willingness is sustained by the presence of competent, brave officers willing to share risks with their men.”\(^87\) The physical presence of a commander, his willingness to accept hardship, and the threat of death, demonstrates loyalty to subordinates. *Loyalty* produces self-less sacrifice that leads to unit cohesion and teamwork.

The *art of directing action* is a critical subset of military leadership. Decision making is the leader’s first step to directing action. Decision making is an inherent task of command. All military commanders must answer the question of what to decide; but, at senior levels, the most important questions involve if and when to decide. To answer any of the decision making questions (knowing if, when, and what to decide) the battle command concept recognizes the need for three leadership abilities. The three attributes
that assist the commander in overcoming the fog of battle and associated limitations of
the C2 system environment are: **battlefield visualization, intuition, and initiative.**

The battle commander must provide a vision that both focuses resources, and
anticipates future events. A clear vision that is articulated to the unit is the key
ingredient to husbanding resources and providing for success at least cost. For this
reason, battlefield visualization “lies at the center of battle command”. It is an essential
leadership attribute. It nourishes the mental process which supports decision making.
The ability to visualize the battlefield is the result of analyzing information made
available through battlefield digitization, making personal observations, and application
of intuition gained through experience.

**Visualization** is the ability of the battle commander to understand the current state
of his environment, the desired future end-state, and likely reactions of that environment
to his decisions. The commander’s ability to conceptualize the salient elements of his
environment, their relationships, and the likely consequence of their interaction, is
critical to decision making. Technology and battle staffs provide the commander support
in the process. But the commander is ultimately responsible for making decisions, based
on his understanding, relating to the planning, preparation, and execution of operations.
The process of visualization is not a science. It can be cultivated through experience, but
the ability to master the art of visualization is personal.

A critical ingredient necessary to master the art of visualization is **intuition.**

“Intuition is the ability to demonstrate immediate cognition without evident rational
thought and inference. ...[It] is the insight that rapidly dismisses the impractical solution
and moves to the feasible course of action."

Intuition is nurtured and developed through combat experience, training, and education. It is the very volume of information available through modern technology which makes intuition an invaluable requirement of battle command. "The successful commander requires a balanced detachment from the unimportant, with an instinctive recognition of ...what requires his direct involvement." Only by exercising intuitive judgment can the modern commander sift through the volume of conflicting information available to him, to arrive at a decision faster than an enemy can react.

A final component of the Army decision making doctrine is the requirement for commanders at all levels to act. The requirement for action, within the bounds set by the higher commander's intent is known as initiative. As early as the 1941 version of FM 100-5, Army doctrine has stressed the need for soldiers to act--even in the absence of orders. In addition, the early doctrine actually encouraged the subordinate to alter the execution of specific directives when the subordinate no longer believed them relevant to the situation presented to him.

Current doctrine emphasizes the need for intuition to facilitate "...rapid, agile operations emphasizing ingenuity and improvisation..." The doctrine recognizes the need to accept risk, make decisions without perfect information, an act without hesitation. The accumulation of chance errors and unexpected difficulties, which Clausewitz calls friction, requires initiative. This is especially true when communication with higher headquarters is broken, or rendered unfeasible due to battlefield tempo. Doctrine states that a commander must "...act freely and boldly to accomplish his
mission”, and goes on to say that “Others [foreign armies] discard this approach as too risky.”

Army doctrine places great emphasis on the subordinate’s role and responsibility to exercise initiative. Very little is offered, in doctrine, about the senior commander’s role and responsibility to facilitate the initiative of subordinates. When addressing the subordinate maneuver commander’s need for flexibility when in contact, the doctrine admonishes his superiors; “He [the commander in contact] can neither cope with constant direction from above nor can he constantly provide detailed direction to his staff and subordinate commanders.”

The senior battle commander must balance carefully the requirement for control with the need for flexibility and initiative by the subordinate. The Army on the modern battlefield is what M. Mitchell Waldrop would call a complex organization. To operate effectively it must self-organize and adapt to the rapidly changing environment. On the battlefield the purpose of command is to direct the organization, though leadership and decision making, along the narrow path that separates chaos from order. “The role of command, ..., increases with the sophistication of forces---...” As our automated architectures become more sophisticated, the criticality of the commander’s role is increased - not diminished.

The ABCS architecture assists the commander by employing automated decision aids and then rapidly transmitting those decisions to subordinates for execution. To maintain control over the automated decision aids, the battle commander must determine the parameters of those decisions, and monitor their execution. It is the battle
commander's responsibility to visualize the battlefield clearly and identify the many decisions that could present themselves. He provides the parameters within which independent action (automated or human) will be tolerated. It is critical, at senior levels, for the battle commander to monitor execution in order to determine if and when the conditions of the battlefield exceed the tolerances of the plan. At that point, the commander must be ready to step in to take charge, or change the limiting parameters, in which subordinate action is executed. While it addresses the need for management by exception, or negation, when deciding when to intervene with automated systems, Force XXI doctrine does not specifically address negation as a command technique.

Analysis

An analysis of the Army and Navy systems reveals more similarities than differences. There are three factors of both the Army and Navy systems that lend themselves to analytical comparison. They are: *philosophy, environment, and command responsibility*. The element of philosophy concerns the institutional disposition toward command by negation. The environment in which command is exercised is the most obvious comparative factor between the Army and Navy systems. An army force is land-based, and diffuse. The Navy is sea-based and centralized. In addition, the Army command platform is generally smaller, lighter, and less pristine than the Navy platform—a ship. The final significant factor for comparing the Army and Navy systems is the method each uses to apportion command responsibility. The Army delineates command relationships geographically. The Navy delineates command relationships functionally.
A functional command structure may be the most useful factor the Navy system has to offer the Army.

The Army battle *command philosophy* emphasizes the need for the subordinate commander to display initiative, within the commander’s intent, when executing missions. The responsibility for demonstrating initiative is placed on the subordinate at every level of command. As discuss earlier, this initiative includes: action taken within the framework of the senior commander’s concept of the operation, and assertive action taken in the absence of orders, bounded by the senior commander’s intent. More controversially, it also endorses taking action contrary to the senior commander’s specific guidance (but within his intent) when, in the opinion of the subordinate, the environment has changed sufficiently from the plan to so warrant.

Future battle command concepts, addressed in Force XXI operations, mention the need for senior commanders to exercise command by negation when dealing with the automated decision aids associated with future technology. To be effective, many of the actions resulting from automated decisions must be executed without the encumbrance of man-in-the-loop direction. The most intuitive example of the need for automated decision making is the rapid response time required of the air defense system.

The future concept stops short of providing recommendations to senior commanders about the command by negation philosophy when dealing with subordinates. The future concept recognizes that a senior commander must remove himself from direct decision making on many occasions. The volume of decisions required, and the shortcomings of even the best automated picture of the battlefield,
make central decision-making unrealistic. But the only philosophy proffered by the future battle command concept places the burden of sorting out the execution of operations on subordinate initiative. It does not adequately address the responsibilities of the senior commander, nor does it supply him techniques to facilitate subordinate initiative during the execution of operations.

The Navy CWC concept stresses the use of a command by negation philosophy to senior commanders. Like the Army system, subordinate initiative is mandated. Under the Navy’s philosophy, however, the senior commander is responsible for establishing the foundation for subordinate initiative. The senior commander regulates the amount and degree of acceptable subordinate initiative by his actions. The technique of negation (or veto) serves as both a control and an encouragement of subordinate initiative.

The primary difference between the two systems’ philosophies is one of emphasis and perspective. The Navy system emphasizes the role of the senior commander in setting up an environment that facilitates subordinate initiative. The Army system emphasizes the subordinate’s role in exercising initiative. The Navy perspective is focused on the role of the senior commander. From the Navy perspective, the senior commander drives the degree of control and supervision with which he feels comfortable. The subordinate’s ability to exercise initiative is a function of the commander’s actions. The Army perspective focuses on the subordinate’s responsibility to exercise initiative. The senior Army commander’s responsibilities are limited to the procedure of articulating well defined parameters in the form of a commander’s intent, during the orders process. The relative emphasis of the Army philosophy on the
subordinate’s responsibility to act, and a silence with regard to the senior commander’s role, places a disproportionate burden on the subordinate.

The Army commander’s intent is critical in the planning and preparation phases of the operation. By formally adopting the Navy’s philosophy of command by negation, the Army could institutionalize the role of the senior commander during the execution phase of an operation. Institutionalizing the senior commander’s role, would encourage the development of standard techniques the senior commander could employ during the execution of operations to control and encourage subordinate initiative. Further, the formal adoption of a command by negation philosophy would also institutionalize the senior commander’s roles and responsibility for establishing an environment conducive to subordinate initiative.

The disparity between the environments in which the Army and Navy operate pose the greatest practical challenges to the implementation technology of the two C2 architectures. The Army operates on land and only marginally in a third or air dimension, principally governed by another service. Its command and control system is constrained by the limitations of terrain. The Navy operates at sea, and control units that operate under, on, and above the sea. While the sea poses unique challenges to the Navy, the constraints imposed on seaborne C2 technology do not appear as severe as those imposed on terrain based systems.

The Army system is constrained by the limitations imposed by terrain. Terrain directly affects the communication systems that connect the automated technologies located in command post platforms. The weight and bulk of automation and
communications equipment constitutes a technological constraint imposed on land based command post architectures, due to their impact on command post mobility. Finally, the nature of land warfare influences the challenges that must be overcome by any Army C2 architecture.

Terrain imposes a barrier to communications. With the exception of the improved high frequency radio, tactical Army communication is based on line-of-sight systems. To maintain a communication backbone for the automation architecture, terrain imposes a requirement for extensive retransmission or nodal communications architectures. Even space based systems (SCAMP) require a line-of-sight link between the receiver antenna and the satellite. Command posts or tactical units operating in rugged terrain will experience terrain related interruptions in their ability to communicate, no matter what currently available system is employed.

Command post platforms must be mobile in a terrain constrained environment. This imposes limits on the size, weight, and numbers of communications and automated technology equipment available in the command post. Reducing the size and weight of electronic systems technology invariably affects price. The Army must balance the availability of future C2 systems (which is driven by cost) against the requirement for smaller, lighter, more mobile configurations.

Land based operations imply the presence of the elements. Army systems must operate in a wide range of temperature extremes. They must perform their function reliably in the dry and sandy desert, or the wet and humid jungle. Reflection on past and future battlefields brings to mind images of mud, rain, sand, dust, wind, and snow.
The mobility requirements of the C2 platforms mentioned earlier precludes installing all but the most essential pieces of environmental control equipment to mitigate the effect of the elements on future land based C2 equipment.

The nature of land warfare involves controlling a substantially greater number of disparate elements than naval warfare. The marginal utility of knowing the exact location, and activity of every combat soldier and weapon system, on the digitized battlefield, is reached before the absolute goal is realized. The expansive distribution of men and material on the battlefield is a function of modern warfare. Every soldier, and every resource used to support the soldier, is subject to the chaos imposed by dispersed operations and imperfect control.

The Naval system must accommodate each of the environmental challenges described under land warfare. The challenges are mitigated, however, by the maritime warfare environment, and the platforms that allow the Navy mobility at sea. The curvature of the earth posses limitations on line-of-sight communications used at sea. The medium of water also poses challenges to communications with submarines operating below the surface. The moderation of the communications challenge, when compared with land warfare, is the predictability of the environment. The land force must modify all standardized communication plans and command post positioning based on the unique terrain associated with a particular battlefield. The Naval planner can physically arrange a fleet, and implement a standardized communications architecture, based on a terrain independent model.
The platforms used by the Army and Navy to house C2 equipment are substantially different. Army C2 systems are limited in size, weight, and numbers to facilitate vehicular command post mobility over terrain. The Navy's C2 equipment size, weight, and numbers limitations are driven by ship capacity. While Navy ships seem small to those who must live on them for extended periods, they are more spacious command post platforms than Army vehicles. Weight limitations on C2 equipment are less severe than weight limitations on mobile land based platforms. The Navy realizes a cost savings relative to the costs associated with miniaturizing equipment to facilitate land based vehicular transportation.

Like land based systems, Navy C2 systems must overcome the effects of the elements on their operation. In addition to the rain, wind, and temperature factors discuss earlier, sea based systems must withstand the corrosive effects of sea spray and salt. The ship platform mitigates the effects of the environment on C2 equipment. While not pristine, Navy ships generally provide a greater degree of climate control and insulation from the physical affects of the elements than their vehicular mounted land-based counterparts.

Perhaps the most profound element of land based operations that the Navy C2 system does not have to accommodate is dispersion. The Naval system enjoys an inherently greater degree of central control over its weapons platforms and personnel than the Army. Army operations, by their nature, involve a relatively greater number and complexity of moving parts. Synchronization of land-based operations is further complicated by the comparative lack of central control over weapons and individual
soldiers. When a ship’s captain directs the helmsman to turn northeast, he can be fairly certain his entire crew will be turning northeast. Even when the full C2 architecture described in the ABCS is fielded, the Army commander will lack the assurance a ship’s captain has that his orders will be universally executed by every squad leader in his command. In the Navy, every weapon system can be tied-in and controlled by a central authority. In the Army, every soldier is potentially a weapons system. The quantity, dispersion, and nature of the individual soldier as a weapon make it impossible (and undesirable) to control positively all the weapons of an Army unit from a central location.

The difference between the Army and Navy systems is one of degree. There are greater challenges, and more severe environmental limitations placed on Army C2 system than Navy C2 systems. These challenges will limit the ability of technology to effect the same degree of C2 automation that the Navy system currently enjoys. The Army must rely more on the intuitive ability of battle commanders to overcome the shortcomings of technology, because the Army system will experience more technological shortcomings than the Navy system. The Army system must provide a wider range of basic skills to the individual soldiers, and subordinate commanders, to overcome the friction inherent in the decentralized prosecution of land warfare. It is possible for the challenges associated with land and sea based environments to be overcome by technology, procedure, and training; but the land based system will likely lag behind the sea based system. The limits of technology to overcome all of the land-
based environmental challenges is a further endorsement of institutionalizing a command
by negation philosophy in the Army.

There remains the final, and most important, distinction between the Army and
Navy systems: the method of delineating command responsibility. The Army delineates
command responsibility using battlefield geometry. The Navy delineates command
responsibility functionally. The first echelon of functional command under the OTC is
the CWC. Under the CWC concept, the Navy further delegates command responsibility
functionally to the subordinate warfare commanders.

The Army system views force protection as an inherent function of any tactical
mission, and an intrinsic responsibility of command. When the fleet is small enough for
the OTC and CWC responsibilities to reside in the same person, the Navy system views
force protection in the same way. When the fleet size expands, the Navy creates a
distinct and subordinate commander, the CWC, to accomplish the force protection
mission. In the Navy’s view, the span of control responsibilities of a large fleet impede
the OTC’s ability to focus on the mission as a whole. If the fleet comes under attack,
force protection responsibilities may consume his attention at the expense of the tactical
mission. The CWC releases the OTC from the burden of an immediate focus on force
protection. This provides the OTC the perspective required to evaluate the immediate
threat to the fleet in the context of overall mission accomplishment.

The Navy’s functional command organization exploits the technical capabilities of
a composite picture environment and its command implications very well. In addition,
joint doctrine encourages functional command saying, "A functional command offers streamlined, centralized command and control of military functions and operations."\textsuperscript{100} As technology provides the Army the capabilities of a common relevant picture, as described in the objective ABCS architecture, the Army should consider the implications of adopting a functional command structure.

After discussing changes in the historic relationship between organizational, procedural, and technical means employed by armies, Martin VanCreveld points out that, "a development in any one of them almost always entails a change in the rest."\textsuperscript{101} The changes in the technical and procedural means discussed to this point encourage the consideration of changes to organizational structure as well. The Force XXI operations concepts "mandate change to the way we organize."\textsuperscript{102} As we explore alternative command methods, the Army should consider a functional command organization design. The resulting organization should be tested using automated simulation, and when ABCS is fully fielded, field training exercises to validate its applicability to the Army. Two questions the Army must consider to validate a functional command architecture model are:

a. What would a functional command architecture model look like?

b. Would a functional command model be useful?

The one caveat to this functional command structure is the absolute requirement to fully field a robust automated command and control system that meets all of the expectations of the ABCS objective architecture. The practicality of a truly non-linear battlefield is based on decentralized prosecution of land warfare at the individual soldier
and small unit level. This can only be achieved if the communications and automation technology provides near perfect information on friendly forces down to the infantry squad and crew served weapon system level of fidelity. Because of technological shortcomings, and fiscal constraints, the realization of a workable functional command organization is a long way off.

Conclusion

Four conclusions emerge from this study in the form of recommendations to the battle labs as they leverage technology and build the Army of tomorrow. First, the Army should adopt the concept of command by negation as a tenet of battle command doctrine. Force XXI doctrinal concepts focus on the need for subordinate initiative. Adding the concept of negation would guide senior level command efforts to develop techniques to achieve a command climate that encourages subordinate initiative. Further, with the credibility of a doctrinal foundation, command by negation techniques and procedures would be institutionalized. Based on doctrine, senior leaders would develop and share techniques and procedures to accommodate their dual responsibilities of coping with the volumes of information presented by the command and control system, and determine and when to intervene in subordinate activity. Second, the Army should resource formalized staff structures that afford commanders the tool of directed telescopes and robust liaison teams. Liaison officers and institutional directed telescopes will help commanders avoid the pitfalls associated with overreliance on an impersonal technical control system as the only means of gathering and validating information. While this conclusion is not based strictly on the Naval CWC architecture,
the staff functions officers (submarine element coordinator, air coordinator and electronic warfare coordinator) perform the role of directed telescopes within the CWC system. Third, as technology solves the communications, fusion, artificial intelligence decision making, and human interface, challenges associated with an immature ABCS architecture, the Army should *test alternative command structures*. The Navy concept of functional commands, and the Army’s desire to operate on a non-linear battlefield seem to complement each other. When this concept is tested by the battle labs, the Army may discover that land based and sea based operating environments may be sufficiently different to render functional commands impractical for Army application. Finally, there is the need to *temper change with the realities of technology and funding limitations*. Before the Army can compare their C2 architecture to the Navy’s CWC architecture in the real world, the Army must fund the development and fielding of technology capable of attaining the objective ABCS requirements. Without fielding this technology, the Army’s system will not resemble the Navy’s capability with sufficient likeness to warrant drawing practical conclusions from the comparison.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAWC</td>
<td>Anti-Air Warfare Commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABCS</td>
<td>Army Battle Command System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCS</td>
<td>Army Command and Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADO</td>
<td>Army Digitization Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFATDS</td>
<td>Advanced Field Artillery Tactical Data System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMPS</td>
<td>Aviation Mission Planning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AREC</td>
<td>Air Coordination Element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASAS</td>
<td>All Source Analysis System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASUWC</td>
<td>Anti-Surface Warfare Commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASWC</td>
<td>Anti-Submarine Warfare Commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCCS</td>
<td>Army Tactical Command and Control System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWIS</td>
<td>Army WWMCCS Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFA</td>
<td>Battlefield Functional Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>Command and Control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2I</td>
<td>Command, Control and Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>Command, Control and Communications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>Command, Control, Communications and Computers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Citizen Band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHS</td>
<td>Common Hardware Software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTS</td>
<td>Commercial Off-the-Shelf Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>Command Post</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CSSCS  Combat Service Support Control System
CWC  Composite Warfare Commander
DOD  Department of Defense
EPLRS  Enhanced Position Location and Reporting System
EWC  Electronic Warfare Coordinator
FAADS  Forward Area Air Defense System
FAAD C2I  Forward Area Air Defense Command, Control and Intelligence System
FLCS  Force Level Control System
FM  Field Manual or Frequency Modulation
GCCS  Global Command and Control System
HEC  Helicopter Element Coordinator
IHFRS  Improved High-Frequency Radio System
IVIS  Integrated Vehicular Information System
JP  Joint Publication
JTIDS  Joint Tactical Information Distribution System
LAN  Local Area Network
MCS  Maneuver Control System
MSE  Mobile Subscriber Equipment
NWP  Naval Warfare Publication
OTC  Officer in Tactical Command
SC  Screen Commander
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCAMP</td>
<td>Single Channel Anti-Jam Man Portable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>Submarine Element Coordinator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINCgars</td>
<td>Single-Channel Ground and Airborne Radio System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STU</td>
<td>Secure Telephone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWC</td>
<td>Subordinate Warfare Commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TACFIRE</td>
<td>Tactical Fire Direction System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADOC</td>
<td>Training and Doctrine Command</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAN</td>
<td>Wide Area Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WWMCCS</td>
<td>Worldwide Military Command and Control System</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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